
Care kit inventory:

A step by step guide to replacing bladders in a Skyline® WindScape™ Display

Bladder Replacement
Jumper tube clipsWindscpae Patch Replacement bladderValve installation tool
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Deflate your frame by partially unzipping the graphic 
cover, locating the filler valve and pushing down on the 
valve button . 

After making sure the frame is fully deflated, unzip the 
frame section where the bladder is leaking.

Remove relevant jumper hoses from valves on failed 
section. Note, bladders on the outer edge of frame will 
continue past intersecting tubes.

Pinch closed internal jumper tubes, leaving perimeter 
tubes open.

Push all jumper hose valves down through frame fabric. Remove punctured bladder from frame.
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Unpack new replacement bladder and insert one end 
into empty section of frame. Pull valve through frame, 
you may want to use valve installation tool (see step 8). 

Gently guide the new bladder through frame. Be careful 
not to twist the bladder or pinch the bladder in any zips.  
Insert the final valve at the end of the frame.

Loop valve tool around the base of the jumper valve so that 
it sits in the recess groove. PULL HARD on the tool so that the 
valve comes up through the hole in the frame. CONTINUE 
PULLING HARD as you guide the tool back over the valve to 
pull the entire ridge through the frame. DOUBLE CHECK the 
ridge is completely over the frame fabric. 

Fill any valve holes left open with the patches supplied. 
Slide the patch inside the frame and pull it up through 
the empty valve hole using the two pull tabs.

Secure jumper hoses to newly installed jumper valves 
by pushing hose onto valve nozzle, leaving a slight gap 
between end of hose and valve base. Next push the hose 
collar toward base while pulling back on hose. A correct-
ly installed collar should be tight against the valve base.

Zip the frame closed, making sure the zipper slider is tucked 
all the way into it’s pocket. Reinstall the graphic cover and 
re-inflate your frame.


